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ENTERTAINMENT
    After sampling our local liquor stores’ mix-and-match 6-packs, 
we stumbled aboard the Night Train, not knowing the magnitude 
of complex creativity hiding inside the unassuming 12-ounce bottle. 
This beer had us at hello and has since been a consistent partner to 
our weekend night debaucheries.  Because of this intense infatuation, 
we decided to kick off our weekly beer 
review by paying homage to this homegrown 
masterpiece.     
    In addition to having a major rager for 
Night Train, we also have mad respect for 
the creative masterminds at O’So Brewing 
Company. Being from Wisconsin, we take a 
lot of pride in the artistic endeavors of our 
fellow Sconnies. Brewmaster Marc Buttera 
laid down the initial tracks to O’So Brewing 
Company 13 years ago when he first started 
home brewing. Currently, O’So Brewing 
Company has an impressive lineup of beers, 
ranging from the insanely hoppy to the 
stealthily bitter.      
    Night Train pours dark. Very dark. The 
beer is nearly opaque when held up to the light. It has a thin, creamy 
head with a tan color and very smooth appearance. O’So’s Night Train 
Porter is a classic example of a dark, porter-style beer. Did I mention 
this beer is dark? We’re talking black-coffee dark; pitch black, mile-
down, coal-mine dark. And this beer can back it up. It boasts one of 
the most robust flavors one can find outside of both the Imperial IPAs 
(India Pale Ale) and Imperial Stouts. After taking a second to smell the 
beer, a nutty, roasted, smoky aroma greets the nostrils. 
    Upon first taking a sip from this glass of pure fermented midnight, 
the drinker is surprised to find a silky, graceful mouthful. “This is so 
drinkable,” you find yourself initially thinking. But, the first taste can 
be deceiving. On first impression, it’s amazingly creamy, and while 

relatively light in your mouth (unlike, for instance, a Guinness Extra 
Stout), it still manages to bombard every taste bud. Then the flavor 
dam breaks and a tidal wave of roasted malts and hops surges from the 
back of your tonsils to the tip of your tongue. This beer gets intense.      
 Intricately bitter with notes of both the hoppish floral variety 

(think flowers in your mouth) and well balanced 
tannin astringency (more of a sharp cutting 
bitter, like black coffee), this beer does not 
mess around. Shoring up and taking the edge 
off of the sheer bitterness is the incredibly 
robust body of a black porter. This is a beer 
that you’ll taste for a while after you drink it. 
Once the flavor kicks in, it completely fills your 
mouth; it feels so thick you could almost chew 
it. When finished, it leaves you with a ghost of 
flavors past that will haunt your mouth for the 
next 15 minutes.
    Overall, this is a unique porter that gives 
a deceiving first impression, but really shows 
off what Wisconsin brewers can come up with 
when they are committed to quality, small 

batches, and ingenuity. Taking a well known standard type of beer that 
is drunk all around the world and doing something special with it is 
the essence of what the microbrew revolution in the U.S. is all about. 
For fans of dark beers and for people who just want to try something 
different, Night Train is highly recommended. While this is a damn 
good beer that exhibits Wisconsin’s ability to inspire complex brews, 
we do recommend starting your night out with one or two of the Night 
Trains and then switching to something lighter. 

Cheers, 
Max Olin and Clay Schmidt 

Beer Review: O’So Brewing Co. Night Train

Beer Facts:
   •Brewery: O’So Brewing 
     Company
   •Beer Name: Night Train
   •Beer Style: Porter
   •Birth Place: Plover, Wis.
   •Alcohol By Volume: 6.7%
   •Distribution: Only in 
     Wisconsin (Sorry Coasties) 
   •Price: $8-10.00 (think twice   
     about $10 for any beer)

Hats Off                                
—to C-Haus for a kick-ass trivia night.
—to the stray cat that hangs around Peet and 
not givin’ a f*ck.
—to Commons for an All-American BBQ.  I love        
this f*cking country.
—to War and Justice for making Tuesday morn-
ing hangovers much more entertaining.

—to library construction.  Getting to class on   
time is now even harder.
—to Cream Ale for the rankest farts ever.
—to C-Haus for icing us. Winners deserve            
some respect.
—to M.I. for not giving me wireless internet.
—to iTunes 10.0.  I can’t make free ringtones.

F*ck Off                           


